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1. Introduction. Let d be a positive integer and d>2. G(C) denotes
the space of holomorphic functions on C. Suppose P is an arbitrary irre-
ducible homogeneous polynomial with real coefficients. For any complex
number we put ((C)={F e (C)(C); (P(D)--DF=O}. Let --{z e C;
P(z)--0}. The space (C)() of holomorphic functions on the analytic set
is equal to ((C)I by the Oka-Cartan theorem.

Consider the restriction mapping a F---FI of G(C) to ((). In our
previous paper [5] we showed that a is a linear isomorphism of 5)(C)
onto (C)() when P(z)--z+... +z (d>3). In this sense we called the cone
{z e C; z+ +z=0} a uniqueness set for the differential operator
__

(/z)-}-2 (tor the case P(z)=z+... +z, see also [4] and see [3] or
more general polynomials of degree 2).

In this paper we will show that a is a linear isomorphism of G(C)
onto (C)() or any e C if P is an arbitrary irreducible homogeneous poly-
nomial with real coefficients.

2. Statement of the result and its proof. Let P be an arbitrary
homogeneous polynomial and we define the polynomial P* by P*(z)=P()
(z e C). P(C) denotes the space of polynomials on C and H(C) denotes
the space of homogeneous polynomials ot degree k on C. We define the
inner product <, > on P(C) by the following formula:

<z {0
We put q(={F e H(C); P*(D)F=O} and J--{P e H(C); is some
homogeneous polynomial on C}. The ollowing lemma is known.

Lemma 2.1 ([1] and [2] Theorem 3). (i) For any nonnegative integer
k we have H(C)=,_qt’(J and q(+/-J with respect to the inner product

(ii) For any e C and any F e (C) there exist H, G e (C)(C) uniquely
such that
(2.1) F--H+PG
and
(2.2) (P*(D)+2)H= 0.

Suppose F e )(C). Let F(z)= ;--0 F(z) be the development of F in a
series of homogeneous polynomials F of degree k. Then =0F converges
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to F uniformly on each compact set on C and F is given by the following
formula:

(2. 3) F(z)-- 1 F(tz) dt for z e C
2i I,-- t+

where p0 and the right hand side of (2.3) does not depend on p.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following

Theorem 2.2. Suppose P is an arbitrary irreducible homogeneous
polynomial with real coefficients and is a complex number. Then the
restriction mapping F--FI defines the following bi]ection
(2. 4) a 5(C)-->5().

In order to prove the theorem we need the following

Lemma 2.:. Let Q be an irreducible polynomial on C. If h e P(C)
and h vanishes on {z e C; Q(z)--O}, then there exists g e P(C) such that
h--Qg.

Lemma 2. 3 can be proved by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz. We omit here
the proof of this lemma.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let f e ((). Then there exists some F e
((C) such that F--f on because ()=(C)]. We have P--P* since
P has real coefficients and from Lemma 2.1 (ii) there exist H e G(C) and
G e ((C) uniquely such that F--H+PG. So f(z)--F(z) H(z) on and
this shows that aH--f. Therefore a is surjective.

Next, assume that P e Hr(C). Suppose F e G(C) and aF--0. If we
put F--:=oF (F e Hn(C), n-0, 1, 2, ...) then there exist H e J( and
G, e H(C) such that

]H+GP_r (n> r)(2. 5) F H (O<nr)
by Lemma 2.1 (i). Since =oFn converges to F uniformly and P e H(C)
we have P(D)F--=oP(D)F and P(D)F,. e H_(C). Furthermore we
have P(D)F---,F_ because F e ((C) and P(D)F=,F=,oF. There-
fore (2. 5) gives

(2. 6) P(D)PG Hn-r+2PVn_ 2r (n> 2r)
[H (rn2r).

By assumption we have F--0 on . So for any nonnegative integer n we
obtain F=0 on by (2. 3) and this shows that H=0 on . Hence H
vanishes because H e J gl (={0} from Lemma 2. 3 and Lemma 2.1 (i).
Therefore we have
(2.7) P(D)PG._ 0 (r<n 2r).
(2.7) implies PGn_ e ( and we have
(2. 8) PG_ 0 (r<n 2r).
From (2.8) and (2. 6) we obtain P(D)PGn_ r--O (2r<n3r) and hence PGk=0
for any nonnegative integer k by iterating this. Therefore F=0 and a is

injective. Q.E.D.

Remark. In Theorem 2.2 the condition that P is irreducible is neces-
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sary. For example, consider P(z)-- (z+z+ +z) and f(z)--z+ +
z. Then a0 is not injective since f e (C)0(C) and f-0 on though fa0 on
C
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